Two-step solvent gradients in simulated moving bed chromatography. Numerical study for linear equilibria.
The application of gradients in simulated moving bed (SMB) chromatography has recently attracted interest as a method for further improving the performance of this continuous separation process. One possible implementation of gradients consists in setting the solvent strength in the desorbent stream higher than that in the feed stream. As a result, the components to be separated are more retained in the zones upstream of the feed position and more easily eluted in the zones downstream of the feed position. If a liquid mobile phase is used, gradients can be created by dosing different solvents into the feed and desorbent ports. In a closed-loop gradient SMB arrangement the solvent strength within the unit will depend on the two feed compositions and on the characteristic flow-rates of the process. In this work an equilibrium stage model describing a true moving bed process is used to analyze numerically the main features of a two-step gradient SMB process. The adsorption isotherms are assumed to be always linear under isocratic conditions. The relevant Henry constants depend in a nonlinear manner on the composition of the solvent. Based on numerical simulations the impact of the two inlet solvent compositions is demonstrated in terms of the size and shape of regions of applicable flow-rates. Different strategies of designing the process are discussed and compared with respect to maximizing productivities and minimizing desorbent requirements.